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Abstract:
“Thoughts are Quantum Things” is a compelling story about how our reality is created from the bits of
our thoughts, and this is based on the leading edge information, quantum and gravitational sciences.
Come and explore these thought provoking ideas with an enthusiastic speaker!
Outline:
Law of Attraction:
- Attraction and Manifestation
- Create your own reality
- Laws and Science for LOA
- Hows: Neurology, biology, emotions,
memory, beliefs, meaning/attraction.
- Vortex and Vibrational Escrow
- Inclusion based Universe
- Go to strategy
- Overlaps with NLP goals/techniques

LOA Model Requirements:
- Predictive/Useful (dualistic)
- Informational and representational
- Explanation emotion/energy based relief
- Extends beyond our brain/body
- Attract like minded resources
- Beliefs matter (reoccurring thoughts)
- Meaning/attention/intention/knowing
- Supports synchronistic events
- Connects emotions/beliefs/energy

Thoughts Interaction with Reality:
- Awareness: indirect– biology/neurology
- Awareness: direct– empathy, RV, ESP, etc
- Influence: Brain, DNA, electronics, REG/PK
- Both: synchron, 10K pics, retro causation
Models/Mechanism for Interaction:
- Causal/Classical: M/E/S/T, isolated, mutex
- Non-Classical: quantum, info, probability,
Non-local/atemporal, superposit, entangled
- Good LOA model: outcome affects beliefs

Expectations for Daily LOA use:
- Emotion affects memory
- Emotion builds memory/emotion vortex
- Increase quantum state complexity
- Amplify positive emotions using
* Focus Wheel
* Rampage of Appreciation
* NLP anchoring & swish
* Grounding and balancing
- Cooperative components (angels etc)
- Coincidence, telepathy, insight, non-local

Quantum Gravity:
- “It from Bit”
- Bits have Effective Energy/mass
- How heavy is a bit? .. is a thought?
- Quantum Fields/Properties:
* Zero-point, Black Hole, bits
* Qubits/ebits/Infor
- Shor’s Algorithm – Super mind
- High dimensional models/locality
- Observer Frames

Quantum Thoughts Summary:
- LOA relies on information/meaning laws
- Inclusion based universe is quantum
- Vortex is collection of same qustates
- Supermind makes better decisions.
- Quthoughts are both actions/states
- Beingness has an affect
- Connected, oneness, non-local, aka chords
- Outside time for state based causality
- Become more like the Light

